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Dear readers,
As we enjoy the summer months and the easing of some travel restrictions, signs of
European economic recovery are widespread.
While governments have provided financial support to keep economies afloat, many
markets, sectors and asset classes are now seeing real opportunities for growth.
The industry has adapted and is ready to move forward, leveraging the many technical
solutions that helped ease the transition to a significantly more digital environment. In this
issue of Sensus Magazine, we take a look at some of the advantages of remote working
that have emerged, the benefits it can bring and the possibility of hybrid solutions.
With the launch of the European Innovation Council’s EIC Fund, it seems clear that the
European tech market is set to be a powerful engine for recovery. By fostering and
developing innovative and ambitious solution-driven firms, the Fund will play a vital role
in supporting the next generation of work in the EU.
Elsewhere, we are seeing substantial infrastructure opportunities in the ASEAN region.
Factors such as urbanisation and shifts in the global supply chain have transformed
Southeast Asia into a region ripe with investment opportunities.
While private debt has been enjoying a remarkable and sustained period of growth,
middle and back-office operations are straining with significant workflows and reporting
requirements. Here, we examine the challenges many managers face as innovation
outpaces operational infrastructure. As the Covid-19 dust settles, we are seeing an
increasingly face-paced and rapidly changing environment. And it is clear that in order
to stay ahead, countries and regulators must think two steps ahead.
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We hope you enjoy this issue of Sensus and whether you are staying locally
or travelling further afield, we wish all our readers an enjoyable summer.
Doug Hart
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GROWING INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
IN ASEAN INFRASTRUCTURE
As one of the world’s most rapidly developing markets,
Southeast Asia holds a number of attractive opportunities for
investors looking to tap into regional economic growth and
gain exposure to emerging markets. Sensus recently spoke
to Richard Hu, Managing Director and Head of Everbright
Overseas Infrastructure Investment Fund at China Everbright
Limited, who gave us an insider’s view of ASEAN and its
future potential.
ASEAN (the Association of Southeast Asian Nations) is a
large market comprised of ten countries. From an investment
standpoint, the Tier 1 economies of Thailand, Vietnam,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines and Singapore hold the most
interest, while the remaining markets – Brunei, Cambodia, Laos
and Myanmar – are currently at different levels of development
yet could also present unique investment opportunities for
infrastructure investors.
“There are many positive trends supporting the development
of the ASEAN economy,” remarked Hu. “ASEAN has a
population of 662 million with median age of 30.2 – and an
annual growth rate of 1%. Economic growth had been 5.4% on
average before the pandemic. Post pandemic, ASEAN is on
the road to become the fourth largest economy in the world
by 2030, led by the US, China and the EU.”

TWO INVESTMENT THEMES: URBANISATION AND
RESHAPING OF GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN
As the ASEAN economy grows, so will its middle class, who
are increasingly better educated and urbanized. Hu drew
parallels to China’s middle class, which is now estimated by
HSBC to number over 340 million people – more than the
entire population of the US and will increase to 500 million
by 2030. He noted that the rapid growth of Asia’s middle
class would translate into strong demand for modernized
infrastructure. The Asian Development Bank estimates that at
least US$60 billion will need to be spent each year on both
improvement and new infrastructure projects across ASEAN
countries. ASEAN countries are eager to embrace PPPs for
infrastructure finance, some of which are either in US dollars
or USD-linked, to appeal international investors.
Commenting on the evolution of the global supply chain,
Hu added that the ASEAN region is of vital geostrategic
importance to the world. It makes more economic sense in the
post pandemic world, in which multinational companies would
seek to reshape their supply chains – and ASEAN economies
would directly benefit from this. The reshaping of global supply
chains will in turn drive the urbanisation progress in the region.
Asked which sectors held the most potential for investors
looking at regional markets, he believed that ASEAN would
benefit from developments in transportation, logistics,
green energy including waste for energy, telecom, and social
infrastructures such as educational institutions, hospitals, etc.
Hu expanded, “If we borrow the MSCI benchmark as a
reference, over the past fifteen years, the MSCI AC Asia ex
Japan Infrastructure Index has outperformed the MSCI Europe
Infrastructure Index by a wide margin of more than 80%.
Given the dynamics of ASEAN countries, there is more of an
opportunity for active management teams to explore and
generate above-average returns.”

PARTNERING FOR SUCCESS IN ASEAN
With the exception of Singapore, investing in ASEAN cannot
avoid the usual peril of investing in emerging markets, such
as opaque administrative processes, inefficiency, and lack
of rule-based governance. “For foreign investors seeking a
foothold in the market, one viable option is to team up with
professional investment teams with hands-on experience in
the region and to commit to investment projects together,”
suggested Hu.
With nearly 40 years of operating experience in Hong Kong,
China Everbright is a Fortune Global 500 company with
on-the-ground business presence and management teams
in multiple ASEAN markets including Singapore, Thailand,
Vietnam as well as other countries in the region and has
become a reputable investor in the region who understands
the culture and the vibe. Hu observed that in 2019, trade
volume with China plus Hong Kong was responsible for 18%
of ASEAN’s total trade volume with rest of the world, making
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it the largest trading partner. Foreign direct investment from
China and Hong Kong was close to 13% of the entire FDI into
the region – the second largest FDI origin. As a rule of thumb
to invest in emerging markets, closer economic ties on the
sovereign level could be a powerful de-risk factor and even a
value-added premium to the advantage of private investors.
Hu concluded, “In order to perform at a high, we count on
a number of internationally reputable third-party service
providers such as Alter Domus in terms of deal sourcing, tax
advisory, investment structures and compliance reporting.
Working with external providers allows us to focus on
what we do best, confident that daily operations are being
managed to world-class standards.”
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THE EUROPEAN INNOVATION COUNCIL:

SUPPORTING EUROPE’S
AMBITIOUS START-UPS
Europe is seeking to boost its global
leadership credentials in the hightech innovation sector with the launch
of an ambitious new investment fund.
Designed to support some of the
region’s most visionary entrepreneurs,
the EIC Fund is a central component of
the EU’s strategy to grow a strong and
sustainable innovation ecosystem. JeanDavid Malo, Director at the European
Innovation Council, explains how the EIC
aims to play a significant role in helping
shape a better world for everyone.

Emerging and disruptive technologies
undoubtedly have a key role to play in
defining the world’s future competitive
abilities and economic strengths.
However, they also have a crucial say
in fighting inequalities and improving
human and environmental wellbeing.
It is therefore imperative that Europe
takes the global lead and ensures that
technical innovations are grounded
in our common values and core
beliefs. The EIC Fund’s challenge is to
improve quality of life, deal with the
climate emergency and boost equality.
The funding challenge is looking for
impactful investments that change the
world for the better.

Many European scientists, engineers or
tech wizards have the talent and the
creativity to bring ground-breaking
ideas to life. Their truly original and
ambitious thinking often aims to
bring transformative tech that will
revolutionise our future. But too many
fall at the first hurdles, not through lack
of vision or drive, but through lack of
funding. Investors, wary of the highrisk nature of scaling up innovations,
can be reluctant to step in and commit
to financing in the early stages. But
without strong, consistent funding
from the outset many brilliant ideas are
doomed to fail.

The European Innovation Council (EIC),
an ambitious EU initiative, aims to
reverse this trend. A critical component
of the Horizon Europe programme, the
EIC is a key driver in Europe’s bid to
strengthen its leadership in tech startups, SMEs and innovation. By taking the
risk at the beginning of the scale-up
process, the EIC will provide a bridge
to help increase the pipeline of market
ready investments. With the firepower
of €10.1 billion for 2021-2027, distributed
between open and specific ‘challenge’
calls, the EIC has a wide-reaching scope
that includes start-ups and SMEs with
radically new, high-risk ideas with high
scale-up potential.

The EIC provides direct support through
several complementary means.
• The Pathfinder for early stages of R&D,
where disruptive ideas and concepts
are explored under the guidance of
highly skilled programme managers.
• The EIC Transition funding scheme
that helps convert research results
into innovations such as spinouts or
commercial partnerships.
• The Accelerator for development and
market deployment with up to €17.5
million per business— €2.5 million in
grants along with up to €15 million in
equity funding via the EIC Fund.

“The EIC is set to become the
European wide ‘unicorn factory’
of reference, providing support
to ambitious start-ups through
a unique combination of grants
and investment. It aims to
deliver at least equivalent results
compared to US initiatives.”
Jean-David Malo
Director, European Innovation
Council

• Business Acceleration Services to
provide a tailor-made support to EICselected companies with regards to
access to advice, experts, corporates,
investors.
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Demand for EIC funding is enormous
with the EIC Accelerator receiving some
10,000 applications in 2020 alone,
seeking a total of €28.7 billion. Of these
applicants, 255 have been selected
for investment from the EIC Fund
and together will receive €1.07 billion.
These EIC decisions are making a real
difference, not just helping innovators
realise their dreams but helping to
build a greener, more healthy, digital
Europe. Between 2014 and 2020 the EIC
supported a portfolio of over 5,000 of
Europe’s high-potential start-ups. Today,
these companies have already attracted
over €5.3 billion in follow-up investments.
“Those selected SMEs are bringing to
market innovations that are achieving
the goals of a green, healthy and digital
Europe. Supported by the EIC today,
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they have the potential to become
the industrial champions of tomorrow,
preserving and developing European
technological sovereignty,” says Malo.

BRINGING GROUND-BREAKING
IDEAS TO THE GLOBAL
MARKETPLACE
Established in Luxembourg in June 2020,
the EIC Fund – the first of its kind – will
provide equity of up to €15 million to
selected companies developing game
changing technology solutions for today’s
complex challenges. With available
funding of some €3.5 billion, the EIC

Fund is designed to act as a catalyst
for investing directly in firms with an
ingenious vision for a better future.
By bridging the funding gap that many
high-risk businesses face at early-stage
development, highly innovative European
companies are in a stronger position to
scale up quickly and successfully. The
EIC Fund invests in potentially marketcreating innovations, whether disruptive
technologies (deep tech) or on social
innovation from any sector, across all EU
and associated countries. Such support
is central to achieving the Fund’s aim of
growing and retaining companies and
talent within the region.

European leaders feel that for too long
there has been an unacceptable level of
growth and jobs potential leaving Europe
as the high risks create barriers for the
private venture capital market. The EIC
Fund addresses this problem and offers
venture capitalists the opportunity to
diversify risk through a pooled investment
vehicle.
The Fund does not aim to maximise the
return on investments; its key goal is
to support entrepreneurs domestically,
helping them bring their ideas to the
global marketplace. Flexible support
mechanisms, access to expert advice,
business modelling and coaching all
contribute to the chances of state-of-the
art solutions driving the development of a
strong, sustainable and efficient European
innovation ecosystem.

Malo explains, “The Fund’s aim is to
unfold a world-beating generation of
start-ups to underpin the growth of
the European ecosystem. This will help
fight the inefficiencies that hold our
ecosystems back through lack of diversity
and inclusion.”

WORKING TO MAKE
TOMORROW’S WORLD A
BRIGHTER PLACE
According to CB Insight’s latest data
(January 2021), currently, the United
States is home to 252 unicorns followed
by Asia in second place with 176.
Meanwhile, Europe has only 63 of these
young, fast-growing companies each
with an individual market value of over
€1 billion. Europe has a long-standing
risk-adverse mind-set to ventures such
as deep tech start-ups. An approach that
is most starkly reflected in the figures:

US venture capital investments are 4 to
5 times higher than in the EU standing at
$141.2 billion against $34.9 billion invested
in 2020.
In the aftermath of the Covid-19 crisis,
the European tech market is set to
be an engine for recovery and the
EIC Fund seeks to play a central role
in meeting the challenges we face.
And, while emerging and disruptive
technologies will undoubtedly help shape
global competitiveness and economic
strengths, they will also have a crucial
say in fighting inequalities and improving
human and environmental wellbeing.
Diversity, inclusion and equitable funding
for female entrepreneurs will underpin the
EIC Fund’s decisions. We are working to
make tomorrow’s world a brighter place
with greater representation and
smarter solutions.
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GROWTH OF PRIVATE DEBT
MARKET REVEALS
CRACKS IN INFRASTRUCTURE
As private debt managers increase assets in favorable market
conditions, many are beginning to struggle operationally
as innovation outpaces the supporting infrastructure. Chad
Burhance, CEO of Oak Branch Advisors, examines the hurdles
today’s private debt managers face, emphasizing the role
technology and skilled partners can play in helping managers
overcome operational challenges and achieve greater growth.
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Source: Preqin. Figures exclude fund
of funds and secondaries. Fundraising
totaled $23 billion in 2019
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A SPECTACULAR DECADE OF GROWTH

AN EVOLVING MARKET

Private debt is on a roll. In 2019 annual fundraising topped
$100 billion for the fifth consecutive year, more than quadruple
the amount raised just ten years earlier. Looking ahead, assets
are forecast to reach $1.46 trillion in 2025, up from $848 billion
in 2020 – an increase of 11.4% annually.

Private credit is a document-based world and lenders
and their clients are employing ever-greater creativity by
negotiating highly individualised terms in transactions. Each
loan lacks the type of publicly available information and
standardisation seen in more mature markets, impeding
middle-and back-office teams from readily sourcing terms and
conditions data.

Fuelled by persistently low-interest rates and regulatory
changes disincentivizing banks to lend to riskier clients,
private debt managers have stepped into the void, issuing
credit across real estate, consumer credit, commercial credit,
mortgages, and student loans.
While investor demand continues to grow, largely driven
by portfolio diversification benefits and a quest for higher
fixed-income yields, the picture isn’t all rosy for private debt
managers as they look to deploy nearly $300 billion in dry
powder. As with many emerging investment markets before it,
its success has led to various growing pains.

As a result, the onus rests squarely on lenders themselves
to identify and extract unstructured data from the
documentation, then monitor and manage the covenants
that keep the borrower in compliance. This task becomes
exponentially more complicated in agreements with
variable terms, which has become the norm. Just because a
borrower made their payment does not mean they are in full
compliance.

A HEAVY OPERATIONAL BURDEN: MANAGER
INNOVATION HAS OUTPACED SUPPORTING
INFRASTRUCTURE
The document-based nature of this market comes with a
tremendous operational challenge. Effectively supporting it
from a middle-and back-office perspective requires significant
credit expertise and infinite flexibility. As a result, managers
have resorted to handling it themselves, but ultimately in ways
that are unscalable.
While this approach may seem sustainable in the short term
as many lenders grow, they are becoming increasingly aware
of how they lack a central, structured data and analytical
framework that impacts all aspects of their business. They
recognize that their systems and supporting workflow are an
impediment to growth – inefficient, error-prone, and unable
to deliver economies of scale. The workforce costs alone can
be exorbitant given the operational redundancy combined
with the specialised domain knowledge and programming
expertise required.
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While trying to resolve this issue, managers face several
additional hurdles:
1. The lack of comprehensive “off-the-shelf”
software solutions
Given the specialised expertise and seemingly infinite
flexibility required to handle the bespoke nature of
covenants, waterfalls, and collateral tests, third-party
vendors have struggled to develop out-of-the-box
software solutions to support business. Additionally,
many managers participate in multiple market sectors
that may require the integration of a patchwork of
several systems.
2. Proliferation of spreadsheets
Lacking third-party software options, managers
have been forced to independently design and build
bespoke data repositories themselves. Spreadsheets
offer quick and effective tracking solutions for
information from within loan documentation. However,
this approach is labour-intensive and error-prone,
requiring highly trained analysts to extract, interpret
and manually enter the contract data into the
repository. Terms and features tend to be complex
and dynamic, evolving throughout the life of the loan,
adding complexity and risk.
While this solution may work well for the asset
management team, downstream functional teams such
as accounting, treasury, risk, and finance frequently
require additional information to perform their roles.
This often develops into additional spreadsheets
and siloed information repositories to address their
indivdualised needs. Given that data exists across
multiple repositories, control is lost over data quality
and completeness. This leads to data integrity issues
and a potential lack of an audit trail, which becomes
even more time-consuming and costly to resolve.
3. Fragmented improvement initiatives stemming from
lack of requisite expertise
Often, the experience and expertise needed to
successfully devise and implement a solution of this
scope and scale either doesn’t reside in-house and/or
the firm doesn’t feel as though it can commit its existing
resources to plan and execute an enterprise revamp.
This, along with the manual nature of operations, often
confines improvement initiatives to individual operational
silos. While this can result in some efficiencies, their
scope is limited and therefore typically has a low overall
impact on the firm.
In light of these challenges, the roles of the Chief Data
Officer and the creation of data integrity groups are
becoming more common as firms look for ways to solve the
issues. Despite this, a question that often remains is “Where
do we start?”
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SOLUTIONS EXIST, DELIVERING FLEXIBLE
TECHNOLOGY, AUTOMATION AND COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGES
As managers seek support, there are three primary
channels to pursue: Emerging software solutions,
traditional fund service providers, and specialist loan
administrators.
1. Emerging software solutions
While comprehensive out-of-the-box software
covering all or most private credit sub-asset classes
isn’t generally an option today, vendors will continue
to launch solutions in the coming years that address
challenges across areas of high-demand in private
credit. However, requests for client and deal-specific
customisation will remain a significant consideration
and firms will still need to commit internal personnel
commensurate with their growth.
2. Traditional fund service providers
Traditional outsourcing providers, such as custodians
and fund administrators, are also keenly aware of
managers’ growing needs. Many are exploring whether
and how to build systems and teams to service this
market as an extension of their traditional asset
servicing business model.
This option is expected to become more prevalent
within the next two to three years, although significant
development costs, as well as difficulties attracting
and retaining employees with deep private credit
knowledge, pose substantial challenges to building this
internal capability.
3. Specialist loan administrators
Specialist loan administrators offer viable solutions now.
Leveraging flexible, technology-enabled workflows
and extensive subject matter expertise, these asset
administrators deliver a “golden source” data set
specifically designed to eliminate the manual spreadsheet
environments prevalent among managers today.
Employing a centralised data model boosts manager
efficiency, minimises operational risks, and establishes
a competitive advantage by demonstrating sound and
transparent business processes and controls to investors
and regulatory bodies who increasingly demand them.
While the investment opportunity that exists within the
private debt market is great and growing, managers will
continue to face heavy operational headwinds as they
seek to expand. Fortunately, skilled partners are available
to help managers navigate these challenges and position
their operations to accommodate growth while
containing costs.

“While the investment opportunity that
exists within the private debt market
is great and growing, managers will
continue to face heavy operational
headwinds as they seek to expand.
Fortunately, skilled partners are
available to help managers navigate
these challenges.”
Chad Burhance
CEO, Oak Branch Advisors
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VIRTUAL REALITY: THE
CHANGING NATURE OF BOARD
AND SHAREHOLDER MEETINGS
Company directors have grown to
recognise the benefits of virtual
boardroom meetings, but they shouldn’t
waste the opportunity to improve the
way they think about meetings. Therese
Wijnen, Alter Domus Country Executive
in the Netherlands, discusses some of
the challenges and opportunities that
the new virtual landscape brings.

The role of company director can be
challenging at the best of times, but
the last 18 months have certainly tested
directors’ mettle – and decision-making
skills – in new and unexpected ways.
But as well as making difficult decisions
about the future direction of their
companies, boards have also had to
grapple with the technology needed to
replace physical meetings with onlineonly alternatives. After some early
reluctance, most have managed to react
rather well to the changing needs and
embrace the digital-first culture.
Regulators in different jurisdictions
have also reacted swiftly, by offering
businesses a temporary relaxation
to physical attendance rules. In the
Netherlands, the Dutch Parliament’s
Justice and Security (Temporary
Measures) Act allowed for broader use
of digital means (videos or conference
calls) in those procedures up until 1
August 2021, which could be further
extended. Among other things, the
rules stated that a Netherlands-based

company could hold its annual general
meeting via digital means, provided
shareholders and board members were
given advance notice, provided with
agenda items and the digital access to
the meeting, given the chance to ask
questions and were allowed to vote
digitally before or during the meeting.
Other jurisdictions have introduced
similar temporary meeting guidelines.
Companies have learned to embrace
the benefits of virtual meetings for
several good reasons. As Therese
Wijnen explains: “Once they were able
to get up to speed with the technology,
directors soon recognised the benefits
of virtual board meetings and adapted
accordingly. The time and cost savings
have been significant, especially in
terms of reduced travel expenses, and
firms have also welcomed the positive
impact on their environmental, social
and governance (ESG) agenda. Options
to involve more advisors to the board
for part of the meeting has also been a
welcome improvement.”
.
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There are other important factors to consider, particularly
around the decisions taken at board level. Companies often
have to make extremely difficult, but necessary, decisions at
board level. ‘Zoom fatigue’ is a very real issue, and it can be
difficult for decision-makers to stay focused for long periods
of time when staring at their screen. Boards rarely have the
discretion to drive their own agendas, usually due to the raft
of statutory and regulatory obligations that come first. A lack
of human interaction therefore runs the risk of boards getting
distracted by short-term issues, without giving themselves
enough time to have the kind of meaningful discussions that
enable longer-term change.
As Wijnen points out, “Getting things done is not just about
attending the meeting itself – it’s about those informal
discussions that often take place before the meeting, during
breaks, or even after the meeting. The last few months have
taught us that people really do miss those small, seemingly
inconsequential interactions that lift people’s mood, change
their minds or spark an idea. I don’t think any business can
afford a working environment where those opportunities are
no longer available – especially at board level.”
To resolve this, Therese suggests companies consider a new
hybrid model for board meetings, where two board meetings
a year are physical attendance only, and two of the meetings
are attended online: “That way, people still get that important
face-to-face interaction, and everyone gets the opportunity to
make a full contribution.”

THE BROADER IMPLICATIONS OF
REMOTE WORKING

BOARD MATERIAL MANAGEMENT AND
COLLABORATION

RECOGNISING THE LIMITS OF VIRTUAL
BOARD MEETINGS

Companies have also embraced the move towards central
repositories for boardroom communications. Adopting the use
of a secure portal makes it considerably easier for directors to
manage and share important documents. Diligent, the virtual
board portal Alter Domus began using before the pandemic,
now has more than 650,000 users from 16,000 clients around
the globe. Users have instance access to board materials from
anywhere on any device and can easily review documents and
make handwritten notes to share with other board members.

While many of the digital working practices that have been
being adopted over the last 18 months are likely to stay
with us well into the future, it’s important that companies
remember the importance of human interaction, especially
at the board level. As Wijnen explains: “Now that companies
have recognised the cost benefits of virtual meetings, they
might be tempted to make them a permanent fixture, or hold
board meetings where some members are physically present
while others attend online. I’m not convinced that’s the best
approach. Physical attendees can often simply forget to
address the people onscreen, and those who are not present
but are attending virtually can be left feeling they are missing
out on making a full contribution. It can be even more difficult
for new or more junior board members.”

Wijnen believes that central repositories are not just about
making life easier for directors, but are an important element
in terms of good corporate governance: “A secure online
environment helps to streamline the decision-making process
and encourage collaboration between directors. But just as
importantly, boards must lead by example, especially when
it comes to digital innovation and working policies. A secure
portal helps demonstrate transparency and accountability at
the highest level, and shows the board is making full use of the
kind of digital services all businesses need to satisfy all their
stakeholders and to thrive in today’s world.”
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The widespread shift towards virtual meetings and remote
working could have broader implications further down the
line, and there are plenty of questions that still need to be
answered. For example, as Wijnen explains: “Right now,
companies are still operating under temporary relaxations
to physical attendance rules for meetings, as well as for the
substance rules that define a company’s residency for tax
purposes. That’s why it’s so important that board meetings are
held in the country of residence for that company.
“Directors should note that governments and authorities are
already thinking about how remote working has changed
people’s behaviour and therefore how companies and
individuals working out of different locations should be
taxed. We’re probably still quite a long way off a harmonised
approach to global taxation, but it’s certainly one of the
options being considered in response to people being able to
work from anywhere.”
For most of us, there’s no such thing as ‘business as usual’
anymore. And, with so many companies now using technology
to digitally transform large sections of their business, the
boardroom can no longer afford to be the exception. Remote
working might be here to stay, but directors need to stay
emotionally and intellectually available to fellow directors and
company stakeholders, because ultimately the best decisions
come from boards that know and trust each other, regardless
of their location.
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PRIVATE DEBT, THE PANDEMIC,
AND THE TRANSFORMATION
OF DATA
The pandemic and subsequent
government stimulus programs,
transformed many aspects of the
investment world, including private
debt – and more changes are still ahead.
Greg Myers, Global Segment Head Debt Capital Markets at Alter Domus,
describes the post-pandemic landscape
and explains why investment in new
tech solutions will become imperative
to securing future growth as reporting
and monitoring demands multiply.
As we emerge from the pandemic and
government stimulus programmes
come to an end, the ultimate fates of
individual sectors will heavily depend
on the decisions made by governments
during the crisis. The survival of some
industries depended on government
assistance, for instance in the US where
industries that received financial support
remained strong. Other industries were
carried by pent-up consumer demand.
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For others, though, it’s too early to tell
what the effects of the pandemic will
be. A prime example is real estate, along
with real estate credit. For example, an
estimated $280 billion was raised for
commercial real estate mortgage default
investment last year, but so far, credit
managers haven’t seen the predicted
defaults and so the money hasn’t been
invested.

CREDIT MANAGERS AND
EVOLVING FINTECH

So, what does the unpredictability of
the market mean for credit managers
and future opportunities? Because the
effects of the pandemic haven’t fully
played out, the uncertainty makes
investors nervous about what could
be on the horizon, meaning managers
must provide increasingly detailed and
granular data about the companies they
are considering.

For instance, many institutional investors
are putting new Environmental, Social,
and Governance (ESG) mandates into
place which increases the need for
system capabilities and granularity.
Socially conscious investors want
to screen investments based on
these ESG factors in addition to a
company’s financials. And that data
is more complex because not all
investors want the same information.
Getting and distributing that data
will require a system that allows for
bespoke calculations of the borrowers’
infrastructure and operations.

Savvy investors are demanding more
than standard ‘investor reports,’
instead requiring robust data feeds on
individual assets comprising a portfolio.
Greg Myers says that as reporting
and monitoring demands multiply,
investment in new tech solutions is
mandatory to prepare for future growth.

“With more information having to be tracked, people need more
robust systems for their portfolios and ongoing administration to
do that reporting”
Greg Myers
Global Segment Head - Debt Capital Markets, Alter Domus

Investors are also demanding more
stringent financial evaluations of assets
under management. For instance, when
a manager needs to investigate the
financial health of a borrower, it may no
longer be sufficient to rely on a single
data source. New technologies combine
financial data directly from the borrower
and merge it with third-party financial
data from multiple sources into a single
access point. These systems can then
monitor this data stream over time,
giving a much clearer financial health
check than could have previously been
accomplished via in-house, semi-manual
credit monitoring.
Finally, as new systems come online,
existing systems that managers
currently rely upon may struggle to stay
relevant. Take for example the various
systems created in the age of London
Inter-bank Offered Rate (LIBOR).
As LIBOR is phased out, will these
legacy systems stand up to the new
environment? Only time will tell.

WHERE DO SERVICE PROVIDERS
FIT IN?
The changes in investor demands will
not only affect credit managers — they
will span across the entire investment
industry. For instance, third-party
administrators must expand their role
to include technology as part of their
offering. Managers who work with
the administrators will come to expect
real-time data on loans, trades, cash
positions, and deals. In other words,
administrators will supply the necessary
data, along with the technology to
support that data, so that credit
managers can satisfy their clients’ needs.
“A lot of this is about us becoming
not only a service provider but a
technology provider. The amount of
information provided through various
service portals continues to evolve,
while the ability to provide real-time
data is increasingly critical,” says Myers.
“It is becoming more of a gating point
for big global managers; they want

their teams to be able to access data
and for our technology infrastructure to
support that.”

NEXT STEPS FOR CREDIT
MANAGERS
The way managers will ultimately
present the data to investors is still
evolving, and to date, there are no clearcut answers. While the market works out
the details, managers are turning their
attention to capturing the information,
reviewing it, and then finding ways to
verify it.
Some third-party administrators are
developing these types of services to
help managers deal with the transition.
Whether or not managers choose to use
a third-party administrator, enhanced
data and reporting metrics will play a key
role in differentiating the managers who
are attuned to investor’s demands.
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THE PANDEMIC’S ROLE IN
ENHANCING PORTFOLIO
MONITORING
As we progress towards an all-digital world, the pandemic
seems to have inadvertently provided a much-needed push
towards the further digitisation of private equity portfolio
monitoring that will benefit both GPs and LPs. Alter Domus’
Tim Toska, Group Sector Head of Private Equity, and Jared
Broadbent, Head of Fund Services North America, believe
that timely and effective access to data will only become
more important for GPs and LPs as will the technologies that
can help facilitate.
Even before Covid-19, the private equity sector was already
embracing digitisation because of the inherent inefficiency
of the antiquated paper process. Today’s GPs and LPs
want a process that is secure and streamlined and ensures
collaboration. Digitised tools checked all the boxes. Fast
forward to the peak of the pandemic when the need for data
transparency was also brought into focus. Both GPs and
LPs quickly realised the importance of using technology to
transfer information from portfolio companies to GPs and then
from the GPs to LPs.
Why is it so important? Because in today’s market, a key
differentiator for managers is their ability to provide timely
and transparent access to information. It adds a certain
data-to-value equation that more and more professionals
are demanding.

CHANGING EXPECTATIONS ARE DRIVING THE
TRANSFORMATION
“Expectations have changed quite drastically around the
level of data LPs want, and there is a greater need for
them to understand the drivers of value in a portfolio,”
explains Broadbent. The uncertain business environment
brought on by Covid-19 has LPs looking much deeper into
a company’s continuity planning and operational resilience.
They want to understand a business’s critical infrastructure
and cybersecurity framework before investing. LPs are also
demanding an understanding of how fees and waterfalls are
calculated, which hasn’t always been transparent.
Today’s LPs are using the same technology solutions used for
portfolio monitoring, along with some additional data mining,
to get the answers to these issues and more.

“The ability to process information and convert into actionable
intelligence will be a key differentiator”
Tim Toska
Group Sector Head of Private Equity, Alter Domus

They are using the tools to better understand industries as a
whole, the competitive landscape, dislocation, and the drivers
of value in a portfolio.
In essence, digitisation is providing investors with insight at
the granular level. Transparency and access to data are equally
important for retail investors. The investor base is growing and
becoming more diversified, and many newer investors aren’t
as familiar with alternative investments. That means they need
transparent and timely data—and that trend isn’t likely to
reverse in the future.
The demand isn’t entirely focused on GPs, LPs, and retail
investors — fund administrators are using data to enhance
their services as well. For instance, traditionally, administrators
were largely beneficial to the back office, but because
they can now provide critical and enhanced data, they are
becoming more involved in investor relations.

TIMELY AND TRANSPARENT DATA CREATES VALUE
In its earliest stages, the push for digitisation was to drive
down costs, but now GPs and LPs understand that creating
more value is the true result of the digital transformation.
How? Because the digitisation and automation of various
data points allow investors to quickly identify overall market
trends and use the information for decision-making around
capital deployment at an industry and investment level. “With
more dry powder than ever before,” says Toska, “there is an
increased focus on identifying the investment opportunities
to provide the best returns for investors, and digital
transformation plays a big role in that value proposition.”
How do managers get all that data to investors? It happens
in the LP portals. The new portals are sophisticated and offer
investors transparent benefits such as real-time access to fund
level returns and a bird’s-eye view of their portfolios, allowing
them to make informed decisions about the entire asset class.
The transparency and access to deeper data show investors
the data behind a manager’s successes and gives them
confidence that they can be repeated. In other words, it’s a
great way to show investors how value has been created using
a manager’s digital track record.

THE FUTURE ROLE OF DATA
In March of 2020, no one could have predicted the impact that
Covid-19 would have on private equity monitoring. But it has
permanently changed the way data is used in transactions.
“The ability to process information into actionable intelligence
will be a key differentiator for GPs and fund administrators, so
it’s vital to invest in automation and robotics,” says Toska.
Currently, there is a lot of data in the market and managers are
using it to achieve returns for investors. But going forward, they
will use that data to identify the deals that can create the most
value. In other words, the data will be transformed and its value
significantly increased through automation and robotics tools,
giving GPs, along with their investors, critical information to
determine which transactions offer the most value.
And therein lies the value in data.
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IRELAND OFFERS A POSTBREXIT ALTERNATIVE TO
REAL ESTATE FUND MANAGERS
In the wake of Brexit, Ireland did
not immediately see the momentum
expected from managers seeking new
fund domiciles. This may soon change as
regulatory reform and the introduction
of the new Irish Limited Partnership
(ILP) regime could significantly enhance
Ireland’s competitiveness in attracting
business in the post-Brexit environment.
Alter Domus’ Anita Lyse, Head of Real
Estate, and Ronan O’Donoghue, Head of
AIFM Ireland, discuss the impact these
changes will have on Ireland’s appeal as a
European domicile.
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When the UK left the European Union, it
became a third country as managers lost
the ability to manage EU funds through
UK-domiciled Alternative Investment
Fund Managers (AIFMs). They also lost
the AIFMD marketing passport to market
their funds to investors in the European
Economic Area (EEA).
Many managers who had fund vehicles
in the UK with international capital
had to look for another EU domicile to
ensure they could continue to market to
investors on the continent. Although at
the time, Ireland seemed a strong cultural
fit, many managers opted to domicile
in other countries such as Luxembourg
given its favourable alternative
investment funds regime.

But with regulatory changes such as the
new Irish Investment Limited Partnership
(ILP) regime and new cross-Europe
marketing guidelines, Ireland as a
domicile is receiving renewed attention.
In fact, in the past five years, the number
of domestic alternative AIFs in Ireland
has doubled, showing just how quickly
the industry is growing in the country.

HOW IRELAND FARED POST-BREXIT
Although the language and culture of
Ireland were a natural match for UK
managers, many of them chose to set
up domiciles in Luxembourg after Brexit.
One reason for this was the fact that
many managers already had established
fund structures in Luxembourg, so
it made sense to move their AIFMDregulated management companies there.

Growth of Irish-registered Qualifying Investor Alternative Investment Funds

“In the wake of Brexit, Ireland’s local
funds regime still lacked alignment with
the typical strategies and mechanics
seen in private funds,” explains Anita
Lyse. For instance, Ireland’s Partnership
Act didn’t allow managers to set up the
types of partnerships that are typically
used in private real estate. What’s more,
the county’s regulatory rules didn’t
allow funds to utilise features such as
investors coming in at values different
than net asset values, multiple closings,
or typical incentive structures.

Growth of Irish-registered Qualifying Investor Alternative Investment Funds
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“However,” says Lyse, “the new Irish ILP
regime and some associated regulatory
changes for private funds have now
made Ireland a real contender in Europe
as a fund domicile when compared with
the Luxembourg SCSp, and with the
partnership structures available in the
UK and Cayman.”
All of these changes came into effect in
late February 2021, so as managers were
planning their post-Brexit arrangements
over the past four years, Ireland wasn’t
as attractive of a domicile as it is now —
hence the late start.

A REGULATORY SURPRISE PROVES
FRUITFUL FOR IRELAND
A pending change in the AIFMD
marketing passport regulation is about
to make Ireland even more attractive.
According to existing statutes, nonAIFMD authorised managers are
restricted from marketing their funds
to investors. Currently, to avoid these
regulations, many managers use reverse
solicitation. In this scenario, the manager
and investor talk about potential ideas
for funds, and afterward, the investor
calls the manager and makes a proactive
request for information about the new
fund. The manager avoids marketing,
and the investor gets information so
they can act upon a new fund. This
practice is common among UK and USbased managers.

However, this practice may be nearing
its end this summer, as Europe is
enacting new cross-European marketing
rules that will restrict this type of
reverse solicitation. The new rules state
that if a manager accepts a subscription
from an investor they have spoken
to within the past 18 months, it is
considered marketing.
Here’s where it gets interesting for
Ireland: Ireland’s new Irish Investment
Limited Partnership (ILP) structure
opens up a new path for fund managers
desiring AIFM-level access to European
markets. Going forward, that will mean
more managers setting up European
AIFs and appointing EU-authorised
AIFMs, which can avail themselves of
the AIFMD marketing passport to raise
capital. It will now be possible to set up

Irish partnerships and Irish AIFMs. US
or UK managers can do this directly or
use a third-party provider such as a fund
administrator to do it for them.
Once the fund is submitted to the local
regulator in Ireland, the regulator will
issue a passport that allows the manager
to market the fund across Europe. The
alternative to forming a local partnership
to obtain AIFM access to EU markets is
to use the national placement regime in
each country, which is expensive, timeconsuming, and burdensome.

IRELAND’S FUTURE AS A
DOMICILE LOOKS BRIGHT
Ronan O’Donoghue says there is a lot of
excitement about Ireland’s impact going
forward. And a lot of that excitement
comes from the regulatory changes
that are happening. For instance, the
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new ILP is comparable with limited
partnerships in the Caymans, UK, and
Luxembourg. The ILP is transparent in
regard to taxes and can be set up as an
umbrella with segregated sub-funds. The
Central Bank of Ireland can even grant
24-hour regulatory approval for an ILP
established as a Qualifying Investor AIF
(subject to some exceptions).

All of these enhancements were a muchneeded step for Ireland to become more
attractive to managers and investors
as a domicile. Combine that with a
skilled workforce that has asset-specific
knowledge and expertise, and it’s no
wonder why so many managers and
investors are giving a second look to
Ireland.

Another game-changer for Ireland?
In February 2021, the Central Bank of
Ireland issued new guidance on closedended AIFs that provide a clearer
roadmap for private equity funds.
This applies to all Irish fund products
established as closed-ended AIFs,
including the new ILP. The new guidance
permits fund mechanics typically seen
in PERE funds such as subscriptions at
values other than NAV, multiple closings,
GP carry/performance fees and excuse
and exclude provisions.

According to O’Donoghue, “Over the
coming months and years, we will
understand how Ireland will work for
managers and investors in terms of
tax efficiency, access to professional
support, and relationships with the
regulator. But Ireland definitely has the
right ingredients to make it attractive.”
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